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OCEAN KUBE
OUR PHILOSOPHY

It is our vision to decarbonise urban waste 
containment systems and increase their 
sustainability by implementing a maximum eco-
design process that ensures the lowest possible 
carbon and water footprints consistent with the 
latest state of the art.

One of our objectives is to reduce noise pollution as 
much as possible.

We seek to achieve greater interaction between 
containment systems and their environment and 
users, considerably improving hygienic conditions 
and hence the final image they project, thereby 
creating the ideal setting for coexistence in spaces of 
urban excellence.

It is our belief that all our solutions should be 
based on the unavoidable concept of an ecological 
transition to a plastic free society. We understand 
the urgent need for innovation that society is 
demanding today in order to overcome this serious 
problem represented by plastics of any nature on 
our planet.

Our bins are designed to draw the attention of the 
user and society to their sustainability, ecological 
pedagogy and efficiency.

By creating a relationship that starts at “Zero” 
and is based on a full understanding of what the 
Ocean Kube approach is about, we achieve the best 
possible attitude from both users and society as a 
whole.
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CURRENT 
SITUATION
THERE IS NO LONGER OPTING 
FOR AN OUTDATED MODEL

Currently our cities manage their waste through a 
collection system in which plastics play a central 
role.

High-density  
petroleum-based plastics

Petroleum; cause of conflicts 
and high pollution.

Therefore, need for waste water 
treatment plants.

Sanitation that requires 
chemical products.

Use of drinking water  
for cleaning.

Need for specialised  
machinery.

High energy and fuel 
consumption.
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LET’S PUT 
AN END TO 
THE AGE OF 
PLASTICS!

ZERO is the refuse disposal system intended to replace this 
plastics-based urban waste management.

Starting from the imperative need to take care of the 
environment, Ocean Kube proposes the replacement of plastic 
containers with new, recyclable and biodegradable cardboard 

and aluminium ones.

The time has come to address the greatest problem  
the world is facing.

The ZERO  
waste containment 
system is the clean 

and sustainable 
response to the current 

model of plastics that 
prevails in urban waste 

management.
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A traditional 120l container is made of about 15kg of 
plastics which become waste at the end of its life span.

Our containers use durable and recyclable materials 
such as aluminium and compostable ones like 
cardboard, reducing their environmental footprint.

0% 
PLASTICS 

100%
RECYCLABLE
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THE ZERO SYSTEM
HOW IT WORKS

The Zero system is more than the substitution of 
some containers for others.

It is a profound transformation of the urban 
philosophy that has a positive impact on cities and 
the environment.

It is designed to avoid having to implement 
additional machinery to the current systems of 
urban waste collection, so that its value to society 
can be immediate.

Our system is serviceable by today’s rear-loading 
bin lorries. Its extreme simplicity regarding parts 
and components makes it a desirable solution for 
companies specialising in refuse disposal services.

Our construction process is highly circular, to the 
fullest extent permitted by the latest state of the art:

We turn the used cardboard collected in your city 
into a container for you. We provide this container 
with the most attractive image and with the most 
suitable shape and size for everyone, without 
physical or intellectual barriers of access. We 
do this with great sensitivity to ensure a better 
understanding of you, your city and the planet.

For instance, the aluminium cans that you deposit 
for recycling, we return them to you transformed 
into the long-lasting and robust exterior structure 
of our containers. Giving them the strength to 
withstand the most demanding urban conditions.

An inalienable value for us at Ocean Kube is to 
consider water as the very foundation of any 
living being. We think that it is imperative to avoid 
superfluous and unnecessary consumption, which is 
why we decided to adopt our containment solutions 
to achieve zero water use. Our containers do not 
need to undergo expensive and labour-intensive 
washing processes.

That’s why Ocean Kube starts from Zero with you. In 
order to achieve together an urgent improvement in 
our planet’s health that all life and climate itself begs 
for, and to be respected by future generations as the 
first in taking care of this beautiful home we will pass 
on to them.

Circular economy is 
the best way of living 

respectfully within the 
limits of our planet

EXTRACT
PRODUCE
DISCARD

REDUCE
REUSE 

RECYCLE
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DRINKING 
WATER

IMPROVED PUBLIC 
SANITATION

By replacing the container, we 
definitively eliminate all possible 

contaminants.

SAVING OF  
POTABLE WATER

In areas of increased hydric stress, the 
use of drinking water should be much 

more rational.

LESS RESIDUAL  
WATER

We avoid generating new residue: the 
water used for cleaning becomes highly 

contaminated and must be purified.

THE CONTAINER 
THAT HAS NOT TO 
BE CLEANED
WHY ARE TRADITIONAL 
CONTAINERS WASHED?

After several days of use, the containers become 
permeated with dangerous contaminants and 
bacteria, making it inevitable to sanitise them. This 
cleaning is done periodically using potable water, as 
required by health regulations. About a thousand 
litres per container are used, meaning that in an 
average city of 250,000 inhabitants, approximately 
ten billion litres per year (10,000 m3) are needed.

OUR CONTAINERS DO NOT NEED 
TO BE CLEANED

Zero represents a complete change of perspective, 
removing tons of toxic plastics from our streets in 
whose cleaning millions of litres of drinking water 
are wasted. Our containers do not need to be 
washed, when the cardboard recipient becomes 
contaminated, it is removed and sent to compost, 
and a new completely clean one is fitted.

Depending on the type of residue and weather, our 
boxes can last from 3 weeks for wet waste up to 
several months for dry waste.
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RECYCLED  
CARDBOARD

CARDBOARD 
CONTAINER

RECYCLED AND 
RECYCLABLE  
CARDBOARD
We verify our cardboards origin, it is from your 
surroundings. The way it is manufactured 
and printed makes it easy to be reprocessed, 
encouraging a circular economy.

HIGHLY RESISTANT  
TO LIQUIDS
The paper industry has been continuously striving to 
improve moisture resistant capabilities throughout 
the years. Following extensive research, a water-
repellent treatment has been developed making it 
possible to use this material where it was previously 
unthinkable.

100% GUARANTEED 
TRACEABILITY

The paper used by Saica is up 
to 91% recycled and supplied 
almost entirely by Saica Paper. 
This ensures high quality paper 
and a conscientious and safe 
chain of custody since Saica 
Paper (all its facilities) is certified 
according to FSC and PEFC 
standards.

PRINTED WITH  
NON TOXIC INKS

ASEFAPI and EuPIA, associations 
from the printing ink sector 
for Spain and Europe, have 
published a list of selection and 
exclusion criteria for substances 
in inks that may be toxic.

The inks used to print onto our 
boxes comply with these safety 
standards and do not contain 
any substances hazardous to 
health or the environment, such 
as solvents, plasticisers, dyes or 
pigments based on heavy metal 
compounds.

FULLY  
COMPOSTABLE

Suitable for anaerobic  
digestion processes.

MATERIALS
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Saica Pack and Saica Paper work under the 
standards of FSC and PEFC Chain of Custody 
certifications, demonstrating their commitment 
to a responsible and sustainable sourcing. 
100% of Saica Pack facilities in Spain, Portugal, 
Italy, France, UK and Ireland are FSC and PEFC 
certified.

FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) and PEFC 
(Programme for Endorsement of Forest 
Certification) are two international non-profit 
organisations, which created their respective 
Forest Certification Systems.

These organisations were founded with the aim 
of fighting against illegal logging and abusive 
deforestation of vast green areas around the 
world. They have created a series of labels that 
allow companies and consumers to identify 
products made of wood from “sustainable 
sources” (recycled wood or wood fibres).

FSC 100%

The FSC 100% label means that 
the wood within the product 
comes entirely from FSC-
certified, well-managed forests.

FSC MIX

The FSC Mix label means the 
wood within the product is 
from FSC-certified forests, 
recycled material, or controlled 
wood. While not FSC-certified, 
controlled wood cannot be: 
illegally harvested; harvested 
in violation of traditional and 
civil rights; harvested in forests 
where high conservation values 
are threatened; harvested in 
forests being converted to 
plantations or non-forest use; 
harvested in forests where 
genetically modified trees are 
planted.

FSC RECYCLED

The FSC Recycled label means 
all the wood or paper in the 
product comes from reclaimed 
or re-used material.

CERTIFICATES OF  
OUR CARDBOARD

MATERIALS
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RECYCLED 
ALUMINIUM

ALUMINIUM 
FRAME
RECYCLED  
ALUMINIUM

At OCEANKUBE we have chosen this material not 
only for its recyclability, but also for its corrosion 
resistance, and lightness compared to other metals.

RECYCLABLE 
INFINITELY

Aluminium is a metal that can be infinitely remelted 
without any loss of its properties, maintaining a high 
resistance.

This process involves the simple re-melting of the 
metal, which is much cheaper and consumes much 
less energy than the production of aluminium from 
the electrolysis of alumina (Al2O3). Recycling scrap 
aluminium requires only 5% of the energy that would 
be consumed to produce aluminium from a mine.

MATERIALS
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NATURAL 
RUBBER

WHEELS AND 
SILENCERS
NATURAL RUBBER
To guarantee our 0% plastics policy, we use natural 
rubber, which is free of hydrocarbons and toxic 
components.

Rubber is used in many items of our daily lives, 
including shoes, tires, balloons, condoms and even 
medical equipment such as catheters and gloves. 
When not handled responsibly, rubber can have 
serious negative impacts on the environment and 
upon the livelihoods of communities and workers.

As a result, the FSC has prepared a position 
statement for all companies wishing to obtain 
sustainable natural rubber, thus contributing to 
better social and environmental management 
of natural rubber plantations around the world 
and urging more companies to make the same 
commitment.

The FSC is actively working towards a better future 
for natural rubber as a renewable material and is 
also a founding member of the Global Platform for 
Sustainable Natural Rubber.

GPSNR

The Global Platform for Sustainable Natural Rubber 
is an international, multistakeholder, voluntary 
membership organisation, with a mission to 
lead improvements in the socioeconomic and 
environmental performance of the natural rubber 
value chain.

MATERIALS
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BAMBOO

BAMBOO

We analyse each necessary component and its 
possible best natural alternative. For example, we 
take advantage of the high structural toughness of 
bamboo for supportive elements.

NATURAL FIBRES

We also use natural fibres to protect and silence 
moving parts.

OTHER  
COMPONENTS

MATERIALS
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THE RIGHT COMPONENTS

Our sustainability philosophy does not only influence 
the choice of materials we use. When designing the 
Zero container, special attention has been paid to 
maximising the duration of the different components 
and facilitating their replacement throughout their 
service life; reducing the number of materials used 
and avoiding complex elements such as hydraulic 
cylinders or hinges.

1 The main structure is made of two solidly welded 
pieces, covering all points of contact with the bin 
lorry.

2 The lid is made of a single piece that integrates 
handle and axle support, with reinforced moving 
parts to ensure correct alignment.

3 The ring covers and protects the cardboard while 
stiffening the entire structure.

4 The pedal system is made of rigid, non-adjustable 
components and is fully protected to ensure best 
possible durability.

5 The large wheels with no visible screws allow great 
manoeuvrability.

6 The handles are independent of the rotating 
system, and knurled for better grip.

LESS IS MORE

1

3

4

5

6

2

CHARACTERISTICS
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FAST AND EASY CONTAINER 
REPLACEMENT

The container replacement system has been 
especially designed to be as simple and quick as 
possible: by using a universal key, the upper ring is 
easily removed and the recipient can be changed. 
No additional tools needed.

CHARACTERISTICS

REDUCED EFFECTS ON FIRE

Due to the low energy of the cardboard, fewer 
emissions and lower temperature are produced in 
case of fire. The frame is reclaimable as it is made 
entirely of aluminium.

MAXIMUM VERSATILITY

Suitable for collecting wet and dry, light or heavy 
refuses. From organic waste to glass.

MAXIMUM COMPATIBILITY

Zero containers are compatible with traditional 
rear-loading collection systems.

RESISTANT

The heavy-duty aluminium frame is designed 
to last.

FUNCTIONALITY SAFETY

COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING 
POSITIONING BARS

Due to its standardised dimensions, Zero is 
compatible with existing fastening systems 
consisting of a structure surrounding the 
container, so that the investments already made 
would be exploited.

FASTENING AND ALIGNMENT 
SYSTEM

The Zero containers have an exclusive fastening 
and alignment system that minimises both the 
visual impact and the construction works to be 
carried out on public roads.

LOW-NOISE CLOSURE

Instead of using conventional gas cylinders, we 
have a mechanical system to reduce closure 
impact.

GPS TRACKER

For optimal traceability, a securely embedded GPS 
tracker is available.

ACCESS CONTROL

Possibility to use NFC card systems for access 
management.

ROAD SAFETY: REFLECTIVE

Instead of adding plastic reflectors, a light-
reflecting finish can be applied to the structure.

CHARACTERISTICS
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ACCESSIBILITY

ASSISTED OPENING

Both pedal and lid have systems to reduce the 
effort required to open the container.

LOW-STROKE PEDAL

The pedal moves only 12º, allowing an optimal 
movement for each opening.

HANDLE

A handle integrated in the front of the lid offers 
functionality without adding to the volume of the 
product.

ACCESSIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

Accessibility is about the various aspects of 
human activity: moving, communicating, reaching, 
understanding, using and manipulating are some 
of the basic forms of human activity. To guarantee 
accessibility means to guarantee that these 
activities can be exercised by all users without 
encountering barriers of any kind.

BRAILLE LABELS

There are Braille labels for each fraction optionally 
available.

PICTOGRAMS

For easier identification of the fractions, 
corresponding pictograms are available.

COLOUR SCHEMES

The front cardboard panel is fully customisable, 
with the possibility to print in photographic quality.

CHARACTERISTICS CHARACTERISTICS
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HIGH  
VERSATILITY

ONE FRAME,  
MULTIPLE FRACTIONS
The most flexible option is to use a common 
framework with different front panels to indicate 
the fraction. This way, it is possible to increase the 
containers per fraction as required.

FRAME IN ANY 
RAL COLOUR
The frame is fully customisable in the standard 
colour of each fraction. Furthermore, it is possible 
to customise it in any colour of the RAL chart on 
request.

Depending on requirements, specific features can be 
implemented:

BACTERIOSTATIC COATING

We have finishes that prevent the proliferation of 
organisms that can cause health problems.

ANTI-GRAFFITI COATING

This finish makes it easy to remove the effects of 
urban vandalism.

REFLECTIVE COATING

For improved road safety, there are micro-crystal 
finishes that reflect a high percentage of light.

Option: white frame and cardboard box coloured according 
to the fraction. 

Option: frame coloured according to the 
fraction, raw cardboard box.

Option: white frame and cardboard box.

Option: white frame and raw cardboard box.

CHARACTERISTICS
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The new Zero containment system offers new ways 
of using the containers: the customisation of its 
cardboard box.

This feature takes advantage of the technical ease to 
print on cellulose based materials, and combines it 
with the simplicity of its replacement, making it ideal 
for multiple uses.

Photorealistic printing, allows the reproduction of 
highly detailed images or graphics. The surface can 
be white stuccoed or a raw finish.

INTERACTS WITH THE USER

Socially pedagogical, it can be used to identify 
monuments or sites of interest depending on the 
container’s location.

PERFECT FOR EVENTS

When you need to customise containers for an 
event such as trade fairs or music festivals, this is 
the ideal solution.

ADVERTISING EXPLOITATION

Not to forget the advertising possibilities, where 
the side faces can be used as a promotional 
surface for both public and private institutions.

NON-TOXIC FOOD-GRADE INKS

The inks used for our boxes comply with applicable 
safety standards and do not contain any substance 
hazardous to health or the environment.

FRACTION VERSATILITY

Since the front panel is independently 
exchangeable, every container can easily switch 
fraction keeping the same frame.

A NEW  
VISUAL MEDIA
OUR BOXES: A BLANK CANVAS

CHARACTERISTICS
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TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS

ZERO 140

NOMINAL VOLUME (l) 140

ACTUAL VOLUME (l) 128

USABLE VOLUME (l) 128

INNER WIDTH (mm) 485

INNER LENGTH (mm) 435

INNER HEIGTH (mm) 885

TARE WEIGHT (Kg) 27

ADMISSIBLE MAXIMUM WEIGHT (Kg) 100

PEDAL HEIGHT (mm) 162

HANDLE HEIGHT (mm) 942

EMPTYING HEIGHT (mm) 973

HEIGHT OF EMPTYING HOOK (mm) 270

Lifting systems: DIN, AFNOR, OSCHNER

ZERØ 90 ZERØ 140 ZERØ 240 ZERØ 340 ZERØ 700

DIMENSIONS PRODUCT LINE OTHER MEASURES

ZERO 140

A 505

B 555

C 1000

D 885

E 162

F 942

G 284

H 973

I 126

J 270

A

F

G

E

D

C
H

I

J

B

ZERØ 9Ø ZERØ 12Ø ZERØ 14Ø ZERØ 24Ø ZERØ 34Ø ZERØ 70ØZERØ 9Ø ZERØ 12Ø ZERØ 14Ø ZERØ 24Ø ZERØ 34Ø ZERØ 70Ø
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SHEET
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LABELS AND STANDARDS

UNE-EN 840 CE MARKING PLASTIC FREE

This publication and its content is the exclusive property of OCEAN KUBE ENVIRONMENT SL and is protected under current 
regulations. Any redistribution or reproduction of part or all of the content in any form is strictly prohibited. You may not, except 
with our express written permission, distribute or commercially exploit the content. OCEAN KUBE ENVIRONMENT SL reserves the 
right to cancel or modify, in whole or in part, at a technical or design level, the content of this publication without prior notice. Colour 
variations may occur due to technical causes arising from the printing process.

www.oceankube.com  |  info@oceankube.com

© OCEAN KUBE ENVIRONMENT SL 2019
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